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We present a fast approach (~0.1s per 320x240 image) for 
detecting boundaries and border ownership, the relative ordinal 
depth along boundaries, using Structured Random Forests (SRF)s in 
real images. Key to the approach is the combination of local and 
global cues inspired from Gestalt psychology: local shape, Extremal 
Edges and Gestalt-like grouping patterns. Experimental evaluation 
over two diverse datasets of real images: a) The outdoor Berkeley 
Segmentation Dataset (BSDS) and b) The indoor NYU-Depth V2 
highlights the speed, accuracy and generalizability of the approach 
compared to previous state-of-the-art multistage approaches. 

Implementing the “Gestalt” principle of closure to encode “object-
ness: image torque[2]  
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What is Border Ownership? 

Conclusions 

A real-time, state-of-the-art approach for border ownership 
assignment that combines perceptually plausible features with the 
Structured Random Forest classifier is described. Future works will 
focus on adding new features (motion and other Gestalt cues) and 
explore how ownership information can be exploited to improve 
segmentation and scene understanding. 

Given an image and its boundaries: regions where objects at 
different depth meet, the border ownership assignment problem is 
to determine which side of the boundary belongs to the object 
(foreground – FG) and which side is the background (BG). 
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A Mid-level Closure Operator: Image Torque 
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Example results: (L) BSDS dataset and (R) NYU-
Depth. Blue: boundary, red: FG, yellow: BG 

Feature ablations and comparisons with baselines 
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Border Ownership Cue 1: Extremal Edges (EE) 

Extremal edges (EE), considered as one of the strongest cues for 
ownership[1], denote the specific change in grayscale intensities 
that occur along a true boundary of the object, with a distinctive 
shading at the FG side of the boundary.  

We analyze the intensity patterns within aligned patches over 8 
ownership orientation clusters, using Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) (I). The top 5 principal components (PC) are then used as 
spectral features (II), and the second PC encodes the EE feature. 

Responses from 
the projection 
of the input test 
image to the 
top five PCs. 
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PC2’s grayscale variations are indicative of EE. 

Border Ownership Cue 2: Gestalt-like Patterns 

Additional patterns beyond closure have been observed in area V4 
of macaques[3]. Besides closure, we extend image torque to 3 more 
Gestalt patterns: radial, spiral and hyperbolic (I). The responses of 
the operator are then used as “Gestalt”-like features (II). 

Demonstrating the selectivity of the image operator to four Gestalt patterns. 

Responses for different Gestalt patterns over the input test image 
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SRF for Border Ownership Assignment 

We train a SRF that associates these features with ownership 
annotations. The goal is to find the optimal splitting parameter, Θi, 
by computing the Gini impurity measure over 8 class labels of 
ownership orientations, used previously for spectral features.   
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Ownership prediction 
using trained forest  

Boundary prediction accuracy [ODS, OIS, AP] 

Spectral features from PCA of BSDS 
and NYU-Depth datasets versus 
random patches (below). The first 
20 PCs are shown.  

Experiment 2: Ownership and Boundary Accuracy 

Feature ablation experiments over two datasets and comparison 
with two CRF-based border-ownership assignment approaches[4,5] 
are reported. Furthermore, evaluation of  the boundary prediction 
accuracy using the BSDS-500 benchmark[6] yields comparable 
accuracies with state-of-the-art boundary detectors[6,7]. 
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Info: 

Code and data: 
http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/~cteo/BOWN_SRF 

Notice the significant differences 
between the principal components 
obtained from boundary and 
random patches. 
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